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Accomplishments from the past quarter:
Firstly, I have held 2 more Google Workshops, which went well and were attended
by my ever faithful fellow trusted servants.  Thank you all for coming, it is my
pleasure to serve you.  Additionally, I have 2 more scheduled and on the events
calendar already for the next quarter, in the run up to the assembly.

The website is chugging along.  We’ve had a few licenses fall off, because they
were set to be discontinued prior to my taking over. There should be Zero impact
to the website, as they were part of a package which we pay for already.

Meeting updates are an ongoing process, which I am glad to share with my fellow
servants.  AAWS sent off a letter to myself and the registrar, which identified
several meetings whose day & time data in the AAWS meeting application was set
as “Appointment” - with no day or time info to accompany it.  This makes it very
hard to find that meeting.  I have been asking the point of contact for several
meetings on the listing for their updated info and have been updating the site.  Am
happy to say that there is a larger number of fixed meetings than un-fixed meetings
now.  It is an ongoing item and as meetings get added / updated, we will have to
revisit it.  To all those reading this, look at your meeting / hall / group info -- and if
it says “Appointment” for day / time -- send us an update with the correct day /
time info please!

We’ve had a WebSteering Committee meeting as well, in which I am finishing
translating my chicken scratch to usable notes.  Gfaw Gfaw

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with:
Mostly just keeping up with things at times.  Gotta get the minutes from my
Steering Committee meeting done.  I usually go a couple of days between updating
the info and then on the weekends get any really deep digging items done (such as
the address fixes for the AAWS listings).  So everyone knows this, I update the
meeting data @least twice a week.  Just want to let ya’ll know that if the meeting
info is not current as of today, it will be very soon. Have not gotten to dig into the



alt-docs site I inquired about from the first Steering Committee meeting, its just
been a matter of focussing on many things and getting the lowest hanging fruit off
the plate.  As far as already dealt with …. see listing of accomplishments.  Mainly,
my goal is to make sure everyone who utilizes our Google Site tools nad Area
Website has a pleasant experience and finds the information easily accessible and
user friendly.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next
quarter:
Working on getting the docs piece into some kind of Proof-Of-Concept phase to
demo to the area officers and ultimately any who want to see it.  Additionally, I am
working with NAATW for the yearly conference that will be held virtually in
September - hope to see you all there.  Also, I am working with the makers of the
12 step meetings list plugin (which AAWS uses for their meeting app) on
implementing an automated way for our feeds to update daily.  They have a
solution in beta-testing phase and am consulting with them on the best ways to test
it.  As far as the items I listed from my last quarterly report,

1. Process improvements for changes / updates to the area website and
technology structure.  We are following it.  First item was the proposal for
the docs site.

2. Centralized repository for its documentation items, specific to this purpose -
and not for archival realsons.  Already covered in initial discussion in the
section.

3. Non-Google Services - taking a deeper look.  Nothing new to report.

Thank you for allowing me to serve you.

Humbly in Service,
James C.


